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Sun ingress Libra Friday September 22nd 4:03 PM
Pluto direct in Capricorn Thursday September 28th 3:37 PM

Mercury ingress Libra Friday September 29th 8:43 PM
Full Moon in Aries Thursday October 5th 2:41 PM

Jupiter ingress Scorpio Tuesday October 10th 9:21 AM
Venus ingress Libra Saturday October 14th 6:12 AM

Mercury ingress Scorpio Tuesday October 17th 4:00 AM
Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle

Next new Moon in Libra Thursday October 19th 3:13 PM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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New Moon Chiron
New Moon Uranus
New Moon Ceres
Mercury Neptune
Mercury Pallas Athena
Pallas Athena Neptune
Ceres Uranus
Ceres Chiron
Jupiter Uranus

(Virgo) retrograde (Pisces)
(Virgo) retrograde (Aries)
(Virgo) (Cancer)

(Virgo) retrograde (Pisces)
(Virgo) retrograde (Taurus)

retrograde (Taurus) retrograde (Pisces)
(Cancer) retrograde (Aries)
(Cancer) retrograde (Pisces)

(Libra) retrograde (Aries)

opposite
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sextile

opposite
trine

sextile
square
trine
opposite

U
nderstanding who we are spiritually absent of getting lost in delusions and nebulous
fantasy will be important to some during this Moon cycle, great insight can be gained in
this awareness. An astute quality to one's logical mind is supported with the increases in

Virgo energy. Pisces opposite to Virgo is also well represented as indicated by Neptune's current
transit there. During the new Moon phase Mercury in Virgo will be opposite to Neptune and the
new Moon will be opposite to Chiron also transiting Pisces. The critical quality of Virgo
influence benefits from a single foundational decree or belief. From this unified or accepted
foundational concept, or home base, a building and advancing clarity increases in a congruent
fashion. When this fundamental understanding acknowledges our body as our Soul in chemical
clothes and includes the realization that thought creates, the individual via Virgo astuteness can
make sense of all other things occurring to them. Of course it can take some time to move
through all one's issues yet real progress can be made. With high focus indicated in both Virgo
and Pisces at the new Moon the individual who intends to evolve their awareness in terms of
Spirit having a Human experience can make significant advancements.

Another area of focus indicated for this Virgo Moon cycle is relationship and partnerships. A
need to be free from a relationship may trigger some sudden unexpected actions which deny the
harmony of the relationship. Who one is socially for example may suddenly demand they be free
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from a partnership. This opposition or conflict can however be resolved by being rational clear
and practical. Note that it may well be best to go sperate ways anyway. There has been an
increase in testing out the waters of companionship lately, for the last year, as an optimistic
hopefulness has been giving many individuals companionship ideas. As clarity eventually finds
it's way into the awareness of those involved adjustments in their mutual arrangement can be
made. If there is an individual who wishes to be free from a commitment yet their ego is unable
to make the move directly a small issue may heat up setting the whole thing a blaze typically
resulting in termination of the affair. During this Moon cycle Jupiter will ingress Scorpio and
will transit there for a year. Romantic partnerships for example may want to shift from the
excitement of their potential and move into intense sensual sharing. This can mean a lot of
things. Sensual sharing can be sharing one's body with another and it can also mean sharing
property and things of value. And also when a relationship moves into this territory it can cause
some to become suspicious. It is a good idea for those involved in a partnership which is getting
serious in terms of sharing values to be clear that the one you are loving is benefiting as well as
one's self is benefiting, win win situations will bode well.

The Sun has been transiting Virgo for a while prior to this new Moon, a sense of Virgo is well
established yet the previous Leo new Moon cycles, one accented by a solar eclipse, has been
dominating. A sense of public value for the individual where self admiration has been considered
has colored these recent Moon cycles and will continue to do so now. With the Virgo new Moon
we will feel the importance of being more critical as we make decisions regarding the value of
some interests opposed to others. We will speak with clarity and take action with precision
simply because the nonsense of overly valuing frivolous notions can become too messy. A need
for the individual to feel important can still be here as this is a major cycle affecting many Moon
cycles, yet the time to clean up one's priorities will begin to increase and dominate. Because one
feels good about themselves they can make critical executive type decisions concerning how they
manage their life, which in turn supports good health. Personal health and wellness can be the
chosen direction of many, they will feel good about who they are as they see themselves as being
vital strong and healthy. A need to clean up one's public image can also motivate specific
decisions. Partnerships are examined as this cleanup extends into the area of what was expected
and what can still be established within a relationship. This Virgo new Moon can also see some
public assertion where a social consensus has brought some group together in their ideas and
now a powerful spike occurs where the minds of many sync up and through an act of unexpected
decisiveness make major social breakthroughs.

Practicality and fantasy can collide. Partnerships can be challenged as one is needing to see
beyond the shoebox of beliefs which stifles them where as the other wants the practical apparent
real empirical data to guide their mutual decisions and efforts. Such a setup can be ideal as it
stands to resolve issues from both individuals. It is up to the individual to value the opportunity
to resolve the situation and see things another's way. It helps greatly when those involved are
aware that partnership is always about reflecting oneself back to them by another.

Jupiter's Scorpio ingress will most likely
be a challenging time for many partnership people. Jupiter will remain in Scorpio until
November 2018 so get ready for a year of this. This Jupiter ingress represents a year where many
will be optimistic about sharing their values, their wealth, the things which create a sense of

For the most part this paragraph is a restating of period 10 and is included here as the relevancy
of Jupiter's Scorpio ingress will be with us for a year.
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security and comfort. As such communication regarding these important values will be critical. It
is a good plan to intend clear communication with any partners when speaking about shared
resources. Any suspicion should be dealt with immediately, do not allow some concern to fester.
The color of the alignment during the Moon transit Gemini period when Jupiter makes the
ingress will be attached to the Jupiter Scorpio period. Communication may be challenged, or
assisted, by an authority person who is actually quite concerned about public image. Ideally the
recent objective clarity indicated by this Virgo new Moon cycle will set things in a good way as
we begin the one year Jupiter in Scorpio transit.

With this Moon cycle beginning in Virgo the focus will be on bringing things into order. The
current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of
maintaining impeccable discernment and personal clarity. Such forged character supports
personal health, a Virgo attribute. An evolution of self awareness occurs as this area of clarity is
considered and cherished. Those born under the Sun sign Virgo have a natural propensity to
order and practical congruency. Not to exclude others as we all have Virgo somewhere in our
personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun
sign would experience a heightened sense of being self responsible in a discerning and natural
way. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will
be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we
will see personal alignments which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The
intention here is to clarify the basic self responsibility harmonic of each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I focus on the details of self responsibility by...

Leo: paying attention to what I perceive and experience in my local environment.

Cancer: how I communicate and share ideas.

Gemini: how I understand my feelings and self definition.

Taurus: maintaining congruency and order in my enthusiastic self expression.

Aries: accepting the need for independence when being self responsible.

Pisces: being clear as to how my partnership is rationalized.

Aquarius: what I accept as a valid shared resource within my partnership.

Capricorn: paying close attention to what new experiences I am lead to.

Sagittarius: my work and value to the public.

Scorpio: paying attention to who I am socially.

Libra: clearly discerning what is my personal responsibility and what is my social experience.
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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January 7th

March 2nd & 3rd

March 16th & 17th

April 16 & 17th

June 12th, 13th & 14th

July 9th

September 4th & 5th

September 18th & 19th

October 20th & 21st

December 14th & 15th
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The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Fourteen Period Format
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01 Wednesday September 20th 1:31 AM 2017 EST - new Moon in Virgo

02 Wednesday September 20th - Moon enters Libra 6:07 AM

The Sun has been transiting Virgo for 27 days prior to this new Moon, a sense of Virgo is well
established yet the previous Leo new Moon cycle accented by a solar eclipse has been
dominating these days. A sense of public value for the individual where self admiration has been
considered has colored this Sun Virgo ingress. Now with the new Moon upon us we will feel the
importance of being more critical as we make decisions regarding the value of some interests
opposed to others. We will speak with clarity and take action which have a considered precision
because the nonsense of overly valuing frivolous notions can become too messy. A need for the
individual to feel important can still be here as this is a major cycle affecting many Moon cycles,
yet the time to clean up one's priorities will dominate. Because one feels good about them self
they make critical executive type decisions concerning how they manage their life, which in turn
supports good health. Personal health and wellness can be the chosen direction of many, they feel
good about who they are as they see themselves being vital strong and healthy. A need to clean
up one's public image can also motivate specific decisions. Partnerships are examined as this
cleanup extends into the area of what was expected and what can still be established within a
relationship. This Virgo new Moon can also see some public assertion where a social consensus
has brought some group together in their ideas and now a powerful spike occurs where the minds
of many sync up and through an act of unexpected decisiveness make a major social
breakthrough.

Looking for support from a partner can feel necessary if one is to get the push to actually take
action. The Sun will ingress Libra on Friday at 4:04 PM EST increasing the value of partnership
in terms of expediting a plan or raising one's personal action energy. For now the Moon's Libra
ingress will emotionally suggest the value of partnership. This can feel like a partnership needs
to be corrected, or respected, or established, the idea being that one feels partnership is the
vehicle by which things happen. This ingress can also flesh out one's need to be independent.
Always counting on partnership may not be the best strategy if it has become an ongoing pattern.
Ironically harmonious partnerships facilitate independence, look to see how one mirrors their
partner and vise versa. Analyzing partnership for some will be a major theme for this entire
Moon cycle. A critical look at the logistics and the forecasted expectations of a partner can
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consume one's critical thinking. The details of most everything will be examined and acted upon
and this will include the ideas and values believed to be associated with partnerships. With Juno
transiting Capricorn some will desire acknowledgement associated with their ability to stay on
track with their finely tuned plan. The Moon's north node transiting Leo indicates a desire for
some to be recognized socially for their wonderful admirable character. Jupiter's year long
journey through Libra will soon end, October 10th, and so the great optimism many have felt
about their partnerships over the last year will being to yield to an evolved clarity as Virgo
criticalness objectively takes the lead.

Sudden unexpected actions and events crack the shell or pop the bubble of overly optimistic
partnerships. As the Moon transits Scorpio a need to know who is in charge of what can
dominate one's concern. The material value of a partnership for example can become the prime
area of interest rater quickly. Consider how partners mutually own things, things of substance
and monetary value will be looked at, in some cases with fine detail. Jupiter's Scorpio ingress on
October 10th will seal some of these concerns and many will be dealing with or considering the
issue of who owns what for some time. Another way to look at this energy dynamic is in terms of
control. Who controls what? If this is a concern it will be exploited big time over the next year,
especially if it is an issue during this current Moon transit. From 2009 to 2023 Pluto's Capricorn
transit indicates a collapse of structures and beliefs which do not connect with a galactic
harmonic of congruency and harmony. In other words rules made by man which are not universal
law will not stand the storm of Plutonian change, we are truly as an individual and as a global
society living our integrity. Scorpio in it's most ideal form is about sharing, this sharing is
comforting and sensual. The damage done to this potential experience is being cleaned up yet it
is still a few years ahead of us before we see the light of selfless sharing once again. In the
meantime we will see the bustle and hustle of those who believe otherwise about what control is
and how they can harness it.

Understanding one's critical thinking will bring them face to face with how they expect to be
seen publicly. And so what drives public reputation? Ideally one will follow their joy and
inspiration and allow their public reputation to be the extension of their integrity. In other words
do not be so concerned about public reputation. Servicing public reputation can be a slippery
slope and typically the individual must explore their desire to be acknowledged publicly yet the
final outcome, either this life or some future life, will hinge on one's ability to practice non-
chaulance. True our gifts of character are Creator's gifts to others and so the best way to deliver
the package is to always follow your own joy. It's like accepting that you have no choice you
must have your cake and eat it too. As the Moon transits Sagittarius we will in many cases
explore how our partnerships have facilitated effective actions in gaining ground in our mutually
considered goals and projects. In many cases optimism about a relationship has either panned out
or busted. And it has not been easy with Saturn transiting Sagittarius the whole time, while
Jupiter, Sagittarius ruling planet, has been transiting Libra. As rules and guidelines and timeliness
dictate partnership dynamics, the expected harmony in the partnership may have been tested.
Virgo focus during this Moon cycle will bring a critical analysis to the mix and many will,
ideally anyway, begin to see their own projection onto others. Jupiter will ingress Scorpio on
October 10th and we will experience a change in this dynamic with a shift toward control.

03 Sunday September 22nd - Moon enters Scorpio 1:41 PM

04 Wednesday September 25th - Moon enters Sagittarius 12:02 AM

Sun ingress Libra Friday September 22nd 4:03 PM
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Unfortunately many will want to control their public reputation by controlling the resources
which they believe will secure their desired public image.

During the process of exploiting one's own critical nature a sense of fulfillment and satisfaction
can be associated with going after what one wants. As such having a specific goal which yields a
specific agenda can feel good as one moves toward their desired target outcome. A feeling that
we need to maintain such a schedule or mind a particular time line can be felt. Following through
with Virgo influence this can be a rather fun exploitation. If the individual is not so inspired this
feeling can be more of panic, as if required actions are quickly becoming overdue. It can also
bring one into contact with the needs of another who is seen as an authority. Authorities may
need certain things done and can in some cases appear desperate as if their reputation is on the
line. Another manifestation of the Moon's Capricorn ingress is a further insight into the
revolutionary changes currently occurring on a planet wide scale. These changes can include
anything from the weather, to government scrambling to stay current, or corporations
maintaining control over valued resources, as examples. The hidden agenda of controllers and
their correlating authorities over the so called regular individual can become clearer, hidden
agendas continue to be revealed. However the individual may experience this Capricorn feeling
it can be considered an ideal time to take stock of where one stands in relation to their bigger
plan or master agenda, assuming of course one would have such a thing.

The is a potential for many to have to deal with some sort of social issues. This likelihood is
associated with the individual's ideas and beliefs as to what makes some specific type of
individual significant and their assumed relationship to this type of character. Those who
continually strive to be socially noticed will be most affected. Those on the other hand who are
typically non-chaulant about this recognition thing will be unphased. Or the non-chaulant
individuals will become inspirations and heroes as this is a by-product of their integrity and
astute awareness. In the meantime there is a great many who's significance is in some contorted
way measured against some belief or ideal as to what qualifies one to be admirable and
important. Models for such important "Who's" have been breed into our beliefs and minds, we
can see this in how celebrates are embraced. One need only look clearly at how many of today's
celebrities have been manufactured. Actually the manufacture of celebrities has been going on
for many many decades, since the invention of mainstream media really. How many current
celebrities have actually authentically earned their reputation? It's scared yet real how our sense
of self admiration have been so manipulated. All is not lost as the Moon's transit through
Aquarius will create opportunities to bust fake celebrity for those who are ready to wear the
crown upon their own head. Ideally the individual will look out for and completely own any need
or urge toward having their self admiration qualified by the actions of others.

05 Friday September 27th - Moon enters Capricorn 12:25 PM

06 Saturday September 30th - Moon enters Aquarius 12:41 AM

Pluto direct in Capricorn Thursday September 28th 3:37 PM
Mercury ingress Libra Friday September 29th 8:43 PM

07 Monday October 2nd - Moon enters Pisces 10:27 AM
The current new Moon cycle which began in Virgo can have us enjoying our own astute nature.
We may have found we enjoy being critical as the resulting clarity it yields when directed to
those things important and inspirational become better understood. Our personal health is a very
good example of this embraced clarity. As the Moon makes a Pisces ingress some will be given
their biggest challenge in terms of holding and maintaining this astute clarity. Ideally the
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individual will feel the value of certain notions and beliefs and discern the frivolous from
the real. Of course everything has it's value from some perspective. The challenge,
maintain a healthy balance. There are certain restrictions we have agreed to as we are
indeed human creatures with particular requirements, hence our health is a guide to being
appropriate in terms of how much fantasy we can balance. Too much fantasy and delusion
for example will eventually facilitate health issues. For now it may be advisable to pay
attention to precisely what is our concern and what is the concern of another. In other
words we need to mind our own business if such is an appropriate self guideline. We may
feel great love and compassion for others and it is a beautiful thing, we mutually benefit
from such acknowledgement and participation. Praying for others or sending others good
will and love if a wonderful thing. Our feelings will however inform us when we are going
too far, for example using the victim nature of another to distract us form dealing with our
own denial.

Impulsiveness will be on the rise. Impulsiveness is neither a good or bad thing, if it had to
be one or the other it would have to be good. The good thing about impulsiveness is we
expedite things via action in a spontaneous nature, as if we have been blessed by a
quickening. For this to be functional in an advantageous way we must have developed
within us a congruency. This congruency is integrated into all our beliefs, our beliefs about
who we are, what we are responsible for, and where we are going. When we have a
foundational congruency linking harmoniously all our beliefs our impulsive nature will
work in accordance with our joy and our bigger plan. Our local immediate needs will be
congruent with our grand needs. As the Moon transits Aries the warrior self can be
challenged, poked at, enticed. Will we take action? Virgo energy remains high for all of us
and this can cause, for some, a surge of warrior power. A personal unified sense of both
giving and accepting can be related to Virgo influence, we may feel comfortable with our
rationalization of something and feel great when taking action as if we have reassured
ourself with our own logic. There is a potential for some partnerships to be tested and even
busted as the sense that one is giving up their freedom is too much a price to pay. Here
ideally the individual will comprehend their relationship dynamics by simple tuning into
the parallels between themselves and others they are engaging.

Seeking a basic and simple solution to whatever has been complicating one's life recently
can work more easily than usual. Partnership concerns can be especially benefited by a
cool look and a new insight. When things are overly complicated it can be more difficult to
find common ground with those we intend on working with or living with. Some ideas
may spring from beliefs which are fantastic, or religious, or spiritual, yet an ability to keep
it all real and practical is present. There may for some be a concern about their personal
security or their personal comfort. This can include the availability of resources or
anything which contributes to one's sense of feeling safe. In our partnerships the concern is
for both involved to be feeling secure and safe and so the challenge is to respect one's
unique needs while acknowledging the needs of what is owned together. Communication
between partners can be good now as well. The sense that a partnership was looked at
optimistically in the recent past could have led some individuals to believe things were

08 Wednesday October 4th - Moon enters Aries 4:41 PM

09 Friday October 6th - Moon enters Taurus 7:57 PM

Full Moon in Aries Thursday October 5th 2:41 PM
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much more different then the way they have panned out. Hopefully these delusions or
misconceptions have been realized and dealt with. A shift in partnership energy is about to occur
as indicated by Jupiter's Scorpio ingress next Tuesday. It is wise to be realistic about one's
partnership agreements now especially in terms of both shared and individual security.

Partnership communication has been going well lately, hopefully this has been the case. The
value of maintaining this quality communication becomes important and more challenging. We
always want to have good clear communication with our partner. All relationships can benefit
from clear communication. Using words to wrangle another into some personal agenda can on
the other hand render difficult times ahead. There is an added sensitivity to how one chooses to
say something, or what is said may be the result of what one needs to hear. Reckless words for
example can lead to uneasy feelings. Jupiter's Scorpio ingress will most likely be a challenging
time for many partnership people. Jupiter will remain in Scorpio until November 2018 so get
ready for a year of this. This Jupiter ingress represents a year where many will be optimistic
about sharing their values, their wealth, the things which create a sense of security and comfort.
As such communication regarding these important values will be critical. It is a good plan to
intend clear communication with any partners when speaking about shared resources. Any
suspicion should be dealt with immediately, do not allow some concern to fester. The color of the
alignment during this Moon transit Gemini period will be attached to the Jupiter Scorpio period.
Communication may be challenged, or assisted, by an authority person who is actually quite
concerned about their public image. Ideally the recent objective clarity indicated by this Virgo
new Moon cycle will set things in a good way as we begin the one year Jupiter in Scorpio transit.

The typical cool minded objective individual can become increasingly sensitive. Vulnerabilities
begin to rise and dominate one's concern. Being able to feel and own one's emotional reactions is
a valuable ability as this will lead the individual to increased awareness and facilitate an
evolution in their divine journey, if this is what they have been intending. Combined with Virgo
objective astute critical thinking great strides can be made in busting through karmic dilemmas
where the individual is able to move beyond their historic limiting paradigms. Areas of challenge
can be any of the following: people who see themselves in charge and tell others what to do, a
concern or suspicion involving security or wealth, feeling limited socially because of the need to
be recognized in some way. Of course there are many examples and each has their own unique
challenge. The magic of our sensitivity and vulnerability is that we get the exact information we
need which is perfectly suited and designed for us alone. We can think of our emotional reaction
as like a telephone call from our higher self. It can be difficult to remember this in the time of
receiving some emotional flood. Knowing that at times, like while the Moon transits Cancer, our
emotions can be exaggerated, can also assist us in feeling our stuff while remaining objective as
in being perfectly Virgo like. A good objective approach can be for example to ask our selves
when faced with a challenge "how did I create this?" Another example which can come to one's
attention now will be related to nurturing issues. It is important to be clear about who is family
who is a dear friend as these are indeed both beautiful relationships, yet they are different.

10 Sunday October 8th - Moon enters Gemini 9:46 PM

11 Tuesday October 10th - Moon enters Cancer 11:39 PM

Jupiter ingress Scorpio Tuesday October 10th 9:21 AM
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12 Friday October 13th - Moon enters Leo 2:42 AM

13 Sunday October 15th - Moon enters Virgo 7:20 AM

In recent months it may be noticed that some individuals have an exaggerated concern about
their importance. A need to be admired, recognized and celebrated as a significant individual is
the result of a karmic clearing occurring now on a global level. Self admiration is an important
thing, something to be embraced and encouraged. The hiccup here is in the validation,
specifically social validation. This validation implies beliefs which qualify external authority.
When we are aware our thoughts create, that we are and always have been creating our own
reality, then this notion of validation and external confirmed significance becomes a distraction.
An ever increasing buildup of issues occurs simple because the individual is not aware that they
are in need of taking responsibility for what they create. Simple put an individual who is
unaware they are the designer behind their circumstance will not examine their beliefs and
thoughts which create these challenges. On the other hand an individual who is aware of the
nature of their thoughts will find peace as peace is in their acceptance and allowing. As the Moon
transits Leo it will be revealed that some will feel the need, the desperate need, to be admired by
others. They will, no doubt, seek social confirmation based on these feelings. This confirmation
will imply certain beliefs to be real. If the individual is not feeling they need external admiration
then they are likely free from beliefs which lead to others admiring them. The beliefs which will
be exposed will most likely be linked to some form of elitism, a who's who sort of thing.

As the Moon returns to Virgo and we near the end of the current Virgo Moon cycle we may
benefit from taking stock of how we were able to harmonize and flow with the increase in Virgo
energy. As the Sun's Libra ingress occurred fairly early much focus may have been directed
toward rationalizing relationships. Seeking meaning of our partnerships can be best understood
when we are aware our partnerships reflect ourselves back to us. As a Virgo empowered
individual ideally we will have been able to feel and discover the active harmonic between
ourselves and another. This can be an important thing because we now know that Jupiter made a
Scorpio ingress during this Moon cycle, on October 10th. A concern over shared resources will
cause some to dig into their relationships and sort out what logistics are there, what controls
major decisions concerning values and resources. This Jupiter ingress will be in place for just
over a year. Some may feel optimistic about sharing their resources with another yet if they are
not clear about the rationalization and understanding which frames their partnerships it may
come to difficult challenges. An opposition between Mercury and Uranus indicates possible
mental stress, some ideas or words may be unexpectedly challenged. Also this can indicate
headaches if the individual is expecting more from a partnership than can be delivered.

Venus ingress Libra Saturday October 14th 6:12 AM
Mercury ingress Scorpio Tuesday October 17th 4:00 AM

***
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Report number 178New Moon Wednesday September 20th 2017 1:31 AM EST

14 Tuesday October 17th - Moon enters Libra 1:36 PM

Next new Moon in Libra Thursday October 19th 3:13 PM EST

A year of optimistically creating or involving one's self in relationships has just past. Many of
these relationships will be challenged and there will be those relationships which are now
understood to be not functional, or it may now be concluded that the relationship was not what
one initially hoped for. Of course there will those relationships which will be sustained.
Relationships will carry on because the individuals involved moved beyond the initial
infatuation, they mutually took their companionship to the next level. Public reputation and
feeling socially significant have been major issues for many during this time, and will remain in
the future for some time yet. Beliefs related to these concerns may have had to been looked at.
The coming new Moon in Libra will bring forward the beliefs related to reliance on another.
Ideally the individual will understand their partner or companion is a reflection of themselves in
some way. An ability to pay attention to one's energy level in relation to a partnership dynamic
can bring much clarity as to why they are in a particular relationship. One's ability to
independently go after things they want can be related to quality of harmony and acceptance in a
partnership.
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Leo August 21 2017 2:41 PM EST

William Oulton
September 19th  2017

SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY PATHFINDERPATHFINDER ReportReport

Report number 178New Moon Wednesday September 20th 2017 1:31 AM EST

01 I enjoy being precise in my thoughts ideas and understandings.

02 By objectively accepting the details I am able to understand what was once a mystery.

03 My unconditional compassion works well with my intention to be objective and clear.

04 By accepting my personal health as a major priority my impulsive spontaneous self reacts
in appropriate ways.

05 I can be supportive to those who could use some nurturing yet do not interfere with their
freewill.

06 I  accept and embrace the spiritual realms while remaining mentally clear and practical.

07 By knowing when to keep things simple I am able to maintain a clear mind.

08 The simplest solution is typically the best.

09 Because I am realistic and practical I am able to travel the non-physical realms yet remain
securely connected to my home station.

10 I am prepared and if necessary protected from the unexpected actions of others.

11 In my nurturing way I protect my family and home.

12 I embrace things I feel deeply compassionate about even if I do not complete understand
them.

13 I allow my friendships and partnerships to show me more about who I am and what I am
attracting.

14 My self admiration is an extension of my joy and my inspirations.

15 I enjoy being decisive about what I will involve myself with.

16 I feel good about myself when I make critical executive type decisions.

17 I see myself being vital, strong, and healthy.

18 My partner and myself are mutually supportive, we give each other energy.

19 As an organic creature I am included in the kingdom of Earth beings.

20 My body springs from the Earth, I love the Earth and she loves me back.

21 I am comforted by the knowing that Creator has endowed me with freewill.


